FULLER NEWS
Fuller News was an in-house weekly magazine produced by Benjamin and John Fuller Jnr (Fullers'
Theatres Ltd) and sold at their venues between circa 1921 and 1930. It included previews and
"reviews" of current productions or programmes as well as a selection of regular or frequent columns
and pages, including "In the Limelight at the Fuller Theatres," "Facts About Stage Stars,"
"Personalities at the Fullers Theatres," "Personalities of the Moment," "Stories to Tell" and "Around
the Fuller Circuit."

Published by theatrical entrepreneurs Sir Benjamin Fuller and John Fuller
Jnr (Fullers Theatres) to promote their current artists and productions,
Fullers News was sold at their theatres and possibly at selected outlets such
as nearby newsagents. The cost of each issue around 1921 and 1922 was
threepence. While the publication range has not yet been established, the
magazine may have been produced as early as December 1920 or
sometime shortly afterwards, continuing on until at least 1929.
The magazine actually began in 1920 as a regular one page advertorial
inserted into the weekly entertainment and general interest magazine
Everyone's. Called "Fuller News" and with the subtitle "Full of News," the
first page was published in the 7 July issue, and continued to appear
almost every week through until 1 December. By the fifth edition the
advertorials were numbered sequentially, with the final one being #20. As
no further issues of "Fuller News" appeared in Everyone's after that date
this may indicate that the Fullers had decided to publish an expanded
version themselves. It remains unclear, however, when the first issue of
Fuller News was actually made available to the public. The earliest
magazines known to have survived are the 3 December 1921 and the
December 1921/January 1922 Fairy Pantomime Souvenir issues.1
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Typically 16 pages in length each Fuller News issue was bound with
a coloured cover that featured a prominent and current artist on the
cover and usually a full page advertisement for Fullers Australian
and New Zealand circuit on the reverse (in a couple of instances this
page was used to promote high profile artists like Stiffy and Mo (Nat
Phillips and Roy Rene). Advertising from commercial companies
was limited, with the makers of Euthymol toothpaste and Pilanta
Soap being featured around 1921 and early 1922 (and with Marcus
Clarke Ltd becoming more prominent later in the year). These ads
were always full page and positioned on the back page up until
March 1921. The inside back page, presented in an advertorial
format, sometimes featured an advice page called "Boudoir Notes
and Beauty Secrets" and later "Magnetism of beauty." The advice
was initially presented by Miss Gladys Cooper, with young variety
artist Verna Bain taking over in July 1922. A small note at the
bottom of the page indicated that the page was sponsored by Pilenta
Soap. From 18 March the back page was used for a variety of
purposes, sometimes promoting current productions or artists (with
Harry Thurston featured in a number of issues). Several issues in
April and March 1922 also feature advertisements for Benjamin
Fuller during his (unsuccessful) attempt to gain a seat at New South
Wales election held on 25 March. The 3 September 1927 issue
includes a tourism advertisement placed by the Victorian
Government Tourist Bureau.

Boasting that it was "full of news," the magazine included previews and "reviews" of current productions or
programmes as well as a selection of regular or frequent columns/pages. Among these are: "Personalities at the Fullers
Theatres," Personalities of the Moment," "In the Limelight at the Fuller Theatres," "Facts About Stage Stars," "Stories
to Tell," "Around the Fuller Circuit," "The Theatrical Situation in the USA" (contributed by A. Ben Fuller), "Lines
from London" (contributed by the Fullers' English representative Gordon P. Firmin), "Stage Song and Show" and "A
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These are held by the National Library of Australia and Fryer Library (the University of Queensland).

Page of Fun for the Interval." The editor (possibly Fullers General
Manager W.J. Douglas), also often included a section that gave advice
to readers on the finer points of performance – singing, for example.
The Fullers special Christmas pantomime souvenir edition in
December 1921 includes numerous photographs as well a good deal of
information on the company's current festive season productions.
The publication was printed in 1921 by Syd Day, The Printer Ltd.,
214 George Street, Sydney for Benjamin and John Fuller Ltd, Grand
Opera House Chambers, Hay Street, Sydney. The following year
Mortons Ltd (Chalmers Street, Sydney) took over the role of printer.
While the editor for the 1921-22 issues is unknown (but likely
overseen by the Fullers' General Manager W. J. Douglas), the position
in 1927 was undertaken by Lew Parks.2

SEE ALSO
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PUBLICATION DETAILS
- Range: ca. 1921 - ca. 1930s.
Dec. 1921/Jan. 1920
- Frequency: Weekly (except for special Christmas/New Year
editions
- Editor: W. J. Douglas (General Manager, Fullers Theatres Ltd); Lew Park (ca. 1927)

Nellie Kolle
28 Jan. 1922
Clara Keating
1 July 1922

Frank Gorman and Nellie Ferguson
8 Apr. 1922
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Lew Parks' brother was Harold Parks - otherwise known as George Edwards ("the man of a thousand voices").
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